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group l)y those over whom he was to rule, the people
under it had more rights against their ruler than
under the English law, which decided by principles
excluding all element of popular choice who should
be ruler of a territory or owner of a tract of land.
From the sixteenth century onwards a new and
terrible complication was introduced. The Reforma-
tion began in Great Britain as a popular movement,
which had no parallel in Ireland. When the English
monarchy broke with Rome, Henry VIII simply
issued an order to Ireland for a change which had no
support in popular feeling; and when the English
crown became Protestant, Irish subjects were divided
between allegiance to it (which by this time they had
begun to recognise) and allegiance to their faith.
There was thus a presumption of disloyalty against
all Irishmen. Yet it was under a Catholic sovereign.
Queen Mary, that the first step was taken ^ on the
road which led to the worst developments in Irish
history. Since, according to the English conception
of law, ownership of land rested in the last resort
with the sovereign, this right was held to justify the
complete expulsion of subject people from a territory
and the replacing of them by other subjects. The
"plantation" of Leix and Offaly set a disastrous
precedent. The names King's County and Queen's
County were given after the native Irish had been
driven out and English settlers put in to replace them.
Under Elizabeth the precedent was enlarged : Ireland
became a place where adventurous persons might
proceed to acquire estates by private conquest; and
a pretext was to hand in the fact that all native
Irish were Catholic, and as such disaffected to the
Protestant power* Driven to defend their mere
right to live and to hold what they owned, the Irish
more and more identified their Catholicism with ^ their
nationality and with their claim to ownership of
Irish land; and as the combat grew embittered,
England increasingly thought of the Irish as Catholic

